We present a set of exactly solvable Ising models, with half-odd-integer spin-S on a square-type lattice including a quartic interaction term in the Hamiltonian. The particular properties of the mixed lattice, associated with mixed half-odd-integer spin-(S,1/2) and only nearest-neighbor interaction, allow us to map this system either onto a purely spin-1/2 lattice or onto a purely spin-S lattice. By imposing the condition that the mixed half-odd-integer spin-(S,1/2) lattice must have an exact solution, we found a set of exact solutions that satisfy the free fermion condition of the eight vertex model. The number of solutions for a general half-odd-integer spin-S is given by S + 1/2. Therefore we conclude that this transformation is equivalent to a simple spin transformation which is independent of the coordination number.
two-dimensional lattices have been considered, such as triangular [10, 11] , honeycomb [12, 13] , kagomé [14] lattices and others were explored in several works and their importance in statistical physics has waked up the search for a set of completely solvable models. Some other exact results have been obtained with restricted parameters, as investigated by Mi and Yang [16] using a non-one-to-one transformation [15] .
Some half-odd-integer spin-S Ising models were already discussed in the literature [17] . Using the method proposed by Wu [18] , Izmailian [19] obtained an exact solution for a spin-3/2 square lattice with only nearestneighbor and two-body spin interactions. Izmailian and Ananikian [20] have also obtained an exact solution for a honeycomb lattice with spin-3/2. A particular case of solutions of these models were obtained by the method proposed by Joseph [21] , where any spin-S could be decomposed in terms of spin-1/2. Another interesting method for mapping the spin-S lattice into a spin-1/2 lattice has been proposed by Horiguchi [22] .
Mapping between models is an important tool for the study of exactly solvable models. The aim of this letter is to present the transformation of higher half-odd-integer spin-S systems into a simple spin-1/2 system.
To demonstrate this transformation we use a two dimensional mixed spin-(S,1/2) on a square Ising lattice with a quartic interaction L b as displayed in fig.1 . First this mixed model can be mapped onto an exactly solvable two dimensional spin-1/2 Ising model with a quartic interaction [26] L a , such as presented in the literature [19] .
Second it is also possible to transform a mixed spin lattice L b onto an effective spin-S lattice when we consider the spin-1/2 as a decorated Ising model of the lattice [23] L b . Then the classical Hamiltonian for a mixed spin-(3/2,1/2) lattice is given by
with < i, j > meaning summation over nearest interacting neighbors on the square lattice, and the last summation is performed over all spin-3/2 sites. The coefficient K
(1) r is the nearest-neighbor interaction parameter of the bilinear term; K S i represents the spin-3/2 particle; whereas σ i corresponds the spin-1/2 particle, with two possible values ±1
(we use these values conveniently instead of ±1/2 for all spin σ i ).
First we would like to obtain an exactly solvable spin-(3/2,1/2) lattice L b (see fig.1 
with r = 1, . . . , 4.
In order to project the spin-3/2 onto spin σ with only two possible values ±1, we impose the condition
r | = A r . Therefore we are able to find the parameters K (2) and (3), we obtain following
The associated Boltzmann weight for a mixed spin-(3/2,1/2) lattice has a similar structure to that of the model discussed by Wu and Lin[24] , the associated Boltzmann weights are given by W ({σ r }) = S exp(H 1/2,3/2 ). For simplicity we consider our calculation in units of −β. Using the solution given by (4) the associated Boltzmann weights are simplified, which read as
The lattice L b can be transformed into an effective spin-1/2 lattice L a , as shown in fig.1 . Then at each site of L a there can be eight lines; we are thus led to consider an eight-vertex model L a with weights given by (5) and which satisfies the free fermion condition [25] ,
Consider the following Hamiltonian,
for the effective spin-1/2 Ising model L a , which is exactly solvable using the eight-vertex model [26] . Here, (i, j)
means summation over all pairs of sites over the tetrahedron (the boldface tetrahedron in Fig.1) , and J i,j are their corresponding interacting parameters, whereas J 1,2,3,4 is the quartic interaction parameter; N represents the number of spin-3/2 sites on the lattice.
After transforming the Hamiltonian (1) into (7), we relate their parameters using the Boltzmann weights, thus to obtain 
The partition function Z of the decorated (or mixed) model in the thermodynamic limit is related to the partition function Z 8v of the effective eight-vertex spin-1/2 model (7) by the expression Z = e −βJ0 Z 8v . An 4 analytical expression for the free energy of the free fermion model is well known [25] and after some manipulation, was expressed in the thermodynamic limit by
The system exhibits an Ising transition at the critical points
At low temperature the system exhibits ordered states such as the ferromagnetic state (for w 1 > w 2 , w 3 , w 4 ), the antiferromagnetic state (for w 2 > w 1 , w 3 , w 4 ) and the metamagnetic state (for w 3 or w 4 > w 1 , w 2 ).
Thus our goal is to transform an exactly solvable Ising model with spin-1/2 via the eight-vertex model [26] into an equivalent Ising model on the lattice with spin-3/2. For this purpose we introduce an auxiliary lattice L b , with mixed spin-1/2 and spin-3/2, the schematic transformation of which is displayed in fig.1 . If we consider the spin-1/2 model as a decoration of the mixed spin model and transform it into an equivalent spin-3/2 Ising model on lattice, then we can conclude that there exist a transformation from the spin-1/2 Ising model onto the spin-3/2 Ising model, with a non-bilinear interaction and four-body interactions terms over the tetrahedron or quartic interaction.
Using the first of solution of Eq. (4), we express the Hamiltonian of the transformed spin-3/2 lattice L c in terms of four constrained parameters and one arbitrary parameter D, thus obtaining
where the parameters J i,j were already defined by Eqs. (8)- (15), and these parameters are constrained. Whereas the parameters A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and A 4 are free, as well as the single ion anisotropy parameter D. Summations are performed as indicated in (7).
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By factorizing the terms under the summation sign, we obtain
We can reduce the Hamiltonian (20) further for both solutions in Eq. (4), using the spin transformation These spin transformations read as
We remark that the transformation given by (21) are the same as those obtained by Izmailian [19] using the method proposed by Wu [18] (but for another model, the spin-3/2 Ising model on a square lattice). As we can see, the previous transformation is independent of the coordination number. Therefore it may be used to yield a particular case of solution, for the exactly solvable spin-3/2 Ising model in a honeycomb lattice as was obtained by Izmailian and Ananikian [20] .
We are now able to write the Hamiltonian (20) as
The second term of the Hamiltonian (22) may be written using a new spin variable transformation, similar to that performed by Izmailian [19] . Note that there the transformation was performed only for spin-3/2 case and for higher spin that method could become a more complex task.
We also remark that the model discussed by Izmailian [19] can be completely re-obtained, by using our simple transformation instead of Wu's [18] method.
The Hamiltonian (1) can be extended to arbitrary half-odd-integer spin-(S,1/2); the general Hamiltonian has the following form 
where the parameters A For S = 5/2, there are three solutions: 
For S = 7/2, there are four solutions: 
For S = 9/2, we obtain five solutions: 
Using the spin transformations given by eqs. (21), (25), (26) and (27), we are able to recover the transformation obtained by Joseph [21] by considering k = 1, whereas the remaining transformation are new.
In this report we present a transformation which maps a spin-3/2 lattice, with quartic and non-linear interactions terms, onto an effective spin-1/2 Ising model on lattice. First this transformation was carried out using an auxiliary mixed spin-(3/2,1/2) square lattice with only nearest neighbor interaction term, mapped onto an effective spin-1/2 or spin-3/2 lattice model, depending on which spin is considered to be the decoration spin. Finally, a systematic way of transformation for higher half-odd-integer spin-S is considered, inverting a
Vandermonde like matrix, to obtain a families of mapping between spin-S models and spin-1/2 models, using the one-to-one transformation. Therefore we conclude that there exist a spin transformation, which can be applied to lattice models with arbitrary coordination number, including non-exactly solvable half-odd-integer spin-S models. We also recovered some results previously obtained in the literature [19, 20] 
